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Derivative without Limit 
0. SHISHA 
The derivative of a real. continuous function (and, in fact. of a more general one J 
can be delined in a way which is intuitively and geometrically suggestive but avoids 
limit of a difference quotient. 1 19X6 Acadrmk- Pree. Inc 
I 
DEFINITION. A ciirr~tiorz of a real function .f‘ at a real point < is a real 
number tf such that in every open interval containing < there are (I, h with 
rr<<<h. [.f(~)-,f’(~~)l,:(h-~~)=d 
namely, the chord joining the points (u.f(~)), (h../‘(h)) has slope ci. 
Let ,f’be a real function, differentiable at a real < (by which we mean that 
f“( r ) exists and is finite ). Then, as is well known. 
lim [,f’( J’ I ~ f’( s )I,‘( j‘ - .\-) = ,f”( 5 ). (1) \-< 
,. d c f 
For, given E > 0. let 6 > 0 be such that 
I[fcs,-.f‘(5,](s-<, ’ -J”C<,I <E 
whenever 0~ I-u-<1 ~6. If 
<-d<s<<<J9<<+d, 
then 
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Thus, if.f has a direction G’ at 5, then by ( 1 ), 
d=.f’(<). (2) 
However, f may have no direction at 5 (take, e.g., < = 0 and J(x) = x2 for 
.K 3 0, f(x) = 0 for I < 0. Iff had a direction at 0, it would have to be 0). 
For the function .f(.u) E I?cI, every do ( - 1, 1) is a direction ofJ’at 0. For 
set 
a,=(& l)(d+ 1) -’ IIC’, n = 1, 2,... . 
Then, for these n, 
C.f(~~‘)-.f’(~,r)ll(~~‘-u,,)=d. 
2 
THEOREM 1. Let .f be a real jitnction, continuous on some open intert~al 
containing 0 and let .f(O) = 0. A necessary and sxfficierlt condition that 
f'(O)=0 
is 
(a) / .f( x)1 6 K 1.~1 on un open interval containing 0, K being a con- 
stunt, and 
(b) 1.f 1 has no direction #O at 0. 
Pro@ Necessity. (a) is obvious. Since If I ', z. = 0, if 1 .f / has a direc- 
tion at 0, it is 0. 
S@cienqs. Let f be continuous in [ -6,6], 6 > 0. By (a), 
-sc’<A=b I.f(s)l/.u< 7 hm If(?r)l/x=B<~x, .4 6 0, B 2 0. 
r-o k-0 
Suppose the second inequality from the left is strict. Then, as is easily 
seen, there are sequences (a,):= ,, (h,);:= , with 
-6 d a,, < 0, 0 < h,, d 6 for n = 1, 2 ,...; a,, + 0, h, -+ 0; 
lim If(~,,)l/a,,=A <B= h If(b,,)IP,,. ,1 - z.I ,1 - % 
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Let (/I,,),‘= , and c/i,,);= , be subsequences of 1, 2 ,... Set, for II = 1, 2 ,.... 
A,,= CI.f’(~An~l - If’(a,,~)ll(h,~--a,“) ’ 
=b,n(b,,,-ua,,“)-L I.f’(hk,)l h,,,’ -a,,“(h,,,--rr,nI ’ I.f’(a,n)l %J’ 
Take, first, h,, = n, (li,,),:= , so that hk,ju,, -+ 0 and set h,T = h,. Then 
A, + A. Second, take k,, E II, (II,,),:= , so that u,Jh,, -+ 0 and set (I* = VIA,,. ,I 
Then A,, -+ B. Thus 
Clf(Wl - Ifk~)ll/(~n* -an) + 4 Mb,,)1 - IfW)ll/‘(~,-47 -+ B. (3) 
For II = 1, 2,..., consider the function 
g,,~r~-CI.f‘~b,T+~~~,~-~,l:~~I-If‘~~,,+~~~,T-~,~~~ll~ 
Cb,T+r(~,,-~X)-(~,,+~(~,T-~,,))l. 
By (3), g,(O) -+ A, g,J 1) -, B. Let 
‘I# 0. A < q < B. 
For all n 2 some integer tzO 3 1, 
g,,(O I < ‘I < g,,( 1 1 
and as g, is continuous in [0, 11, there is t,,, 0 < t,, < 1, with 
s,A t,, 1 = ‘I. id) 
Set for all ~1 b n,, 
a,, = a, + f,,(Q,T - a,, )3 /I,, = b,T + r,,(b,l- btT h (5) 
Then for these n, 
@ti < 0 <Ir,,, [If(B,,)I - If(‘%~ll/(P,,-%~=rl 
and CI, + 0, /I, + 0. Thus t~# 0 is a direction of I J’I at 0, contradicting (b). 
Therefore If I is differentiable at 0. But then If I’(0) must be 0. Hence 
f'(0) = 0. 
THEOREM 2. Let 4 and C be real numbers and f u real function, con- 
tinuous on some open interval containing 5. A necessary and sufficient con- 
dition that 
.f’(C)=C 
is 
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(a) If(x-f(t)1 <K, Ix- 41 on an open interval containing 5, K, 
being a constant, and 
(b) If(x+ 5) -f(r) - Cxl has no direction #O at 0. 
Thus, for a real function f, continuous on an open interval containing a 
point 4, f’(5) can be defined, without appeal to limit of a difference 
quotient, as the unique C (whenever such unique C exists) satisfying (a) 
and (b) of Theorem 2. (Of course, by Theorem 2, uniqueness of such a C is 
equivalent to its existence.) 
Proof of Theorem 2. Necessity. 
f(5)-C,ulI,=,=O, if If(x+O-f(t) 
Sufficienq~. Set 
&x)=f(x+5 
(a) is obvious. Since I f(x + t j - 
- CX has a direction at 0, it is 0. 
)-f(C)-Cx. (6 
Then the properties off in Theorem 1, first sentence and (a), (b) of the 
second sentence are satisfied by j? By Theorem 1, f’( 0 =f’(O) + C= C. 
3 
For strictly convex functions, Theorem 2 can be simplified: 
THEOREM 3. Let 5 and C be real numbers and f a real function, strictl? 
convex in an open interual I containing 5. A necessary and sufficient con- 
dition that 
f’(i’)= c (7) 
is that C is the unique direction qff at 4. In fact, zff has no direction #C at 
5, then f ‘( 5) = C and C is a direction of .f at i. 
The second sentence of Theorem 3 provides a simple definition of 
derivative of a strictly convex function. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose (7 ). Let J 3 < be an open interval. Choose 
in In J any points a < < < b. Then 
[.flr)-f(a)li(s’-a)<f’(5)< C.f(bj-f(5)l/(b-5j. 
By continuity, if a* and b* are in In J, sufficiently close to r and 
a* < 5 <b*, then 
Cf(b*)-f(a)ll(b*-a)<.f’(i’)< [f(b)-f(a*)ll(b-a*). (8) 
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set 
[h*+f(h-h*)-(ll+l~rr*~~lr))]. (9) 
It is continuous in [O. I ] and g(O) <,f”( 2) < ,p( 1 ). Hence there is a /E (0, 1 1 
with g(t) =.I’(<). This, together with the sentence of (2 ) proves that C is 
the unique direction offat ;. 
Suppose now ,f‘ has no direction #C at <. We show ,f”( () exists. Suppose 
not. Let’ 
I” (<)<V<.f’+(5), q # c. 
Let J3: be an open interval. Then clearly there are in InJ points 
u < < < h*, n” < < <h satisfying (8) with q replacingJ”(:). Consider (9). As 
g(0) < tj < g( 1 ), there is f~ (0, 1 ) for which g(t) = q. so that ‘1 is a direction 
offat 5, a contradiction. By the necessity of (7). ,f”\,‘) is a direction of.f’at 
5. Hence ,f“( 5) = C. 
4 
THEOREM 4. Let 2 k 11 red numhtv and ,f a red ,Jitnction. A nrt~essar~~ 
and, if f is continuous on some open irzrercal I contuining <. also a mf/i:cieH f
con&bon for the d~fferentiahilit?~ oJ‘.f’at < is (a ) ?f Theorem 2 and thar ,/has 
al ntosf one direction ut 5. 
Proqf: Necessity is obvious. To prove sufficiency suppose, on the con- 
trary, 
--x8 i.~~[,f‘(.~)-.t.(5)]~(.~-~~)< lim[,f’(s) -,f’(<)]:(s-5)< x’ 
r-: 
Then there are sequences (a,, );= , . (h,, I,:=, and numbers ‘2. / with a,, E I. 
a,, < 5, h,,~ I, b,, > < for n = 1, 2 . . . . . a,, -+ f. h,, --) 5: 
lim [J‘(a,,)-.fCr)]ii(a,,-,‘)=~#z= lim [,f~h,,)--.f‘(5)]~(h,,-5). 
,t -+ L ,, + , 
Let (II,,),:-= , and (k,,),:= , be subsequences of 1, 2 ,... Set, for )I = 1, 2 ,..., 
4, = Cf’(h,) -.fh,,,~lh,, - uh ) ’ n 
=ih,~-;‘)C(b,,-5)-ia,, -~)l~‘C.f’cb,~)-.f’i5)lihk,, -5, -’ 
-. ia,,” - t)C(bk,-<)-(a,,,,- il)l~‘C,f’lr7,~:)-J’(,“)l(a,,,-5) ‘. 
Take, first. h,, = n, (k,,);-= , so that (/I,~ - < );( u,, - < I + 0 and set /I: = /I,,,. 
I/“ (i) and./'+(i) are, respectively. the left and right derivative of /‘at 2 
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Then A,, -+ a. Second, take k, = n, (h,,),“=, so that (ah. - t)/(b,, - 5) + 0 and 
set a* =a,,.. Then A, + /I. Thus n 
Cf(6,*)-f(a,)ll(b,*-a,,)~a, Cf(6,)-.f(a,*)Il(h,,-a,T)~B. (10) 
Let 
min( a, p) < q < max( a, /I). (11) 
For n = 1, 2,..., consider the function 
g,,(t)~C.~(b,*+t(b,,-h,*))-.~(a,~+r(a,T-a,))li 
Ch,T+t(h,,-h,T)-(n,,+f(a~-rr,,))l. 
BY (lo), 
g,,( 1) + B. 
For all n 3 some integer n, > 1, g is strictly between g,j(0) and g,( 1) and 
as g, is continuous in [0, 11, there is t,, E (0, 1) with (4). 
Set, for all n > n,, (5). Then for these n, 
a,, < 4 < B,, MB,,) -.f’(a,~)1/(8t1 - g,,) = v 
and a,, -, 5, 8,z + c. Thus erer!’ g satisfying ( 11) is a direction off‘at ;‘, con- 
tradicting hypothesis. 
5 
We conclude with some remarks: 
I. The theorem in the second paragraph of Section I has the 
following converse: Let 5 be a real number and .f a real function for which 
[f(~‘)-f(s)]/(~-s) converges as I+<-, J,-<+. say, to C. Then 
C =.f’(i) provided we takeJ’(<) to be lim., j 5 j(.u) which clearly exists and 
is finite. For let E > 0 and let 6 > 0 be such that 
I[fc?,)-.f(s,](~-s)~‘-cl <F (12) 
whenever 5 -6 <s < < < y < 5 + (5. If r < ~9 < < + 6, then, letting .Y -+ 5 in 
(12), 
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Similarly, if < - 6 < .Y < <. then 
Thus. if 0 < (.v - <I < 6. then 
l[f(r)-.f’(<)](s-51 ‘-Cl-se. 
II. Similarly, it is an elementary fact that if < is a real number and .f’ 
a real function, then 
lim[f’(.u)-f’(<)]i(.Y-i)=sr-’ 
v - .’ 
(13) 
implies 
lim [f( ~3) -f(~)]/( 1’ - .Y ) = %, 
I-, 
.I. - c T 
and, provided f is continuous at [, also conversely: in particular, (13) 
implies that f has no direction at 5. Clearly, ‘z can be replaced by - 5;. 
III. In Theorem l(b), I ,f I cannot be replaced by J For let f(x) = .v 
whenever x < 0, f(x) = x + .Y’ whenever x 2 0. Then f ‘(0) = 1, and so, by 
the sentence of (2 ), if f had a direction at 0, it would be 1. But 1 is not a 
direction off at 0 because if a < 0 <b, then [f(b) - f(a)]/(b - a) > 1. Thus 
1 f(x)1 6 2 1x1 on (- 1, 1) and f has no direction at 0, but f’(0) #O. 
IV. Theorem 4 remains true if its continuity hypothesis is replaced 
by: (*) There is an open intertlal I containing < on which f is defined such 
that if 
a’ < t < 6’. a” < < < b”; a’, b’, a”, 6” E I, 
and g is strictlv between [f(b’) - f(a’)]/(b’- a’) and [f(b”) --~(a”)]/ 
(b” - a”), then there are a, b with 
min( c1’, a”) < a < 5 < h 6 max( b’, b”), 
[f‘(b)-f(a)ll(b-a)=r 
Indeed, to prove sufficiency, follow the proof of Theorem 4 through ( 11). 
For all n > some integer n, 2 1, we have 
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and q is strictly between [f(b,*) -f(a,,)]/(b,T -a,) and [f(h,!) -f(az)/ 
(6,-a,*), and therefore, by (*), there are CI,, /I,! with 
min(a,, a,*) 6 a,, < 5 < /?, < max(bz, b,) and hence art + l, p,$ + t; 
Thus euery q satisfying (11) is a direction of ,f at 5, contradicting 
hypothesis. 
Clearly Theorem 4, both in its original and modified version, remains 
true if “f has at most one direction at 5” . 1s replaced by “the set of directions 
off at 5 does not include any open interval.” 
Of course, as one sees from the proof of (the original) Theorem 4, the 
continuity hypothesis of that theorem implies (*) with the same I. 
V. In Theorem 2, the continuity hypothesis is not used in proving 
necessity. Also, analogously to IV, one readily sees that this continuity 
hypothesis can be replaced by the following condition, analogous to (*) of 
IV but concerning! of (6): (**) Th ere is an open interoal J containing 0 on 
which f is d@ed such that !f 
u’ < 0 < h’, a” < 0 < h”; a’. h’, a”, h” E J 
and 
then there ure a, b lvith 
min(u’,a”)<u<O<b<max(b’,b”), 
[l.fW - If(~W+~)=rl. 
Again, the continuity hypothesis of Theorem 2 implies (**). Further- 
more, Theorem 2 with the continuity hypothesis replaced by (**) can be 
used to define derivative for a very general class of functions without any 
appeal to limit, either in the definition of the derivative itself or in the 
definition of that class. 
One readily sees that Theorem 2, both in its original and modified ver- 
sion, remains true if(b) of that theorem is replaced by “the set of directions 
of 1 PI at 0 does not include any open interval.” 
VI. Clearly, in Theorem 3, “strictly convex” can be replaced by 
“strictly concave.” 
